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Executive Summary

A detailed review of the current SKDC leisure facilities has 
been carried out, alongside preparing a proposed facilities 
mix and areas of improvement for the new schemes. 

As part of the review that’s been conducted, potential sites 
for the new-build schemes have been identified in 
accordance with mapping carried out by The Sports 
Consultancy to confirm ‘focal areas’ which are considered to 
offer the best chances of increased revenues for a new 
leisure centre. 

A mini-competition procurement exercise was carried out 
earlier this year, appointing Space+Place and Couch 
Consulting Engineers to commence the design. 

Further to the design works and surveys carried out, The 
Sports Consultancy have also commissioned a Latent 
Demand report which supports the facilities mixes that have 
been presented for each of the new-build schemes at 
Bourne, Market Deeping and Stamford. 

Combining the latent demand and initial cost estimates 
prepared by Mace for the four leisure centres, The Sports 
Consultancy have also prepared an affordability analysis for 
the schemes to estimate the capital costs and overall 
position the scheme would present to the Council.

It is considered that the annual returns could be significantly 
increased with an active operator and a focused ‘health and 
wellbeing’ strategy in place. However, the benchmarking 
figures have to take into account the current centres 
performance and it would be risky at these initial stages to 
‘over-estimate’ the potential returns. 
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Executive Summary

Over the past 6-months, a detailed review of the current SKDC 
leisure facilities has been carried out, whilst preparing a proposed 
facilities mix and areas of improvement for the new schemes. 
As part of the review that’s been conducted, potential sites for the 
new-build schemes have been identified in accordance with 
mapping carried out by The Sports Consultancy to confirm ‘focal 
areas’ which are considered to offer the best chances of increased 
revenues for a new leisure centre. 
A mini-competition procurement exercise was carried out earlier 
this year, appointing Space+Place and Couch Consulting 
Engineers to commence the design of the new facilities for the 
region. 
Further to the design works and surveys carried out, The Sports 
Consultancy have also commissioned a Latent Demand report 
which has driven the proposed facilities mixes that have been 
presented for each of the new-build schemes at Market Deeping 
and Stamford. 
Following the completion of a feasibility review of the proposed 
new leisure centres, the Concept Design for Market Deeping and 
Stamford has commenced to refine the proposed facilities mix, 
present materials and imagery and agree final sites and locations 
for each of the centres. 

The key areas of focus for each of the centres are as follows:-

Stamford
 High-quality swimming and spa offering, ensuring a link 

between the two facilities. 
 Large, improved fitness suite to ensure provision of a wide 

range of exercise classes. 
 Quality and healthy café offering for both the centre users and 

visitors. 
 Classic stone and glazed façade to create a modern but in-

keeping aesthetic.

Market Deeping
 Focus on feature cladding and external façade, including large 

areas of glazing and metal panel cladding. 
 Quality swimming offer with a learning pool to support both 

swimming lessons and family sessions.
 Large fitness suite and studio space to support a range of 

exercise classes as well as family parties. 
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In addition to the commencement of the design for the new leisure 
centres, The Sports Consultancy have been instructed to undertake 
an assessment of the potential sites for each area, which was 
completed using Maptitude GIS software. The ideal areas of focus in 
each town were reached based on the following process:

 The population density across each of the towns was plotted at an 
Output  Area level – this was to understand where the main areas 
of population  (and therefore potential users) were

 An area within 1 mile of each of the main road 
interchanges/approaches  to the towns was plotted – this was to 
take into account considerations of  accessibility by car (this is the 
grey shaded areas on the following maps)

 An area of 0.75 miles of the town centre was plotted – this was to 
take into  account considerations of accessibility by foot (this is the 
pale blue shaded areas on the following maps)

Over the course of the RIBA 2 design, the recommended sites that 
have been identified will be subject to a range of surveys to shape 
and scope the works that are required. Once a final site has been 
selected, the building layouts will be finalised to suit the aspect, 
setting and context of each sites. 

Executive Summary

Essential Leisure Objectives:

Leisure Vision:

• Creation of a state of the art facilities that are sympathetic to local and 
conservation considerations.

• To provide accessible public sport and leisure facilities to improve the 
health and happiness of the District’s residents.

• To increase participation in sport and active recreation.

• Ensure ease of access for all members, via either public and private 
transport; whilst also considering pedestrian and cyclist access.

• Deliver improved services and increased efficiency for leisure facilities.

• To provide a Sport and Leisure Centres that are financially sustainable.

• Centres that reflects sporting needs and aspirations for the District.

• Centres that offer flexibility and future proofing for growth and shifts in 
sporting trends.

• Facilities that are deliverable and affordable. 

• Facilities that address the needs of each area within the District.
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Review of Existing 
Facilities
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Grantham Meres – MEP Review 

Introduction:
The purpose of the review is to assess the suitability and 
appropriateness of the existing installations for 
redevelopment options under consideration.
The current proposal for Grantham Meres Leisure Centre is 
for the centre to be refurbished and/or remodelled.
This report describes, at high level, the existing mechanical 
and electrical services installations to provide assessment of 
their current condition and comment expected future 
lifespan.
It is understood that 2 potential scenarios may be considered 
i.e. suitability for 5-year and 25-year lifespans.
Our survey was non-intrusive and visual only and no 
systems were tested or operated. Where services are 
concealed in voids, ducts or risers these services have not 
been surveyed.
The Report also provides, in concept, our recommendations 
for the adaptation, modification and possible upgrading of 
the existing services to meet the above.

Preliminary review undertaken July 2017 by Space+Place to 
assess the current condition of the MEP services and present 
recommendations for future works. 
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Grantham Meres – MEP Review 

Furthermore, subject to detailed assessment, the 
installations are considered suitable for some adaptation to 
suit any re-modelling of the interior spaces.
However, it should be noted that the installations will remain 
dated and inefficient with potential of failure.
Should the redevelopment require the facility to provide 
further 25-year lifespan then complete replacement of the 
entire M&E installations is envisaged, although the PV and 
CHP Plant systems could be re-used.
The existing incoming mains infrastructure services (gas, 
water and electricity) appears to be more than adequate and 
no enhancement is considered necessary. Indeed, the 
subsequent PV and CHP installations have reduced the 
gas/electricity demand.

The present proposals for the Grantham Meres Leisure 
Centre are for it to be refurbished. We envisage total 
replacement of the M&E installations being required. 

Executive Summary:
The centre was opened in 1990, consequently the M&E 
installations are approximately 25 years old.
No major replacements or upgrading of the M&E installations 
has been undertaken since the original installations, save for 
recent installation of PV arrays and CHP plant. Some of the 
interior lighting has also been upgraded to include LED 
luminaires.
In general, the services installations have been well 
maintained and are operating mostly satisfactorily to serve 
the centre. The main issues are understood be the poor 
performance of the Calorex de-humidification units which 
appear to be not operating properly, resulting in poor 
ventilation and exceptionally high levels of humidity.
It is understood that the filtration plant was refurbished 2-3 
years ago and is generally functioning satisfactorily.
In summary, with some replacement of key equipment and 
general overhaul the existing installation could be upgraded 
to provide acceptable level of service for a further 5 years. 
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Grantham Meres – MEP Review 

Domestic Hot and Cold Water
Centralised domestic hot water is generated by calorifiers fed with 
low temperature hot water from the main boiler plant, this 
distributed across the facility via pumped recirculation system. 
Cold water is provided by bulk storage cold water storage tanks 
which appear to be of adequate capacity.
Ventilation systems
The existing ventilation systems comprise dedicated air handling 
units serving the various areas together with Calorex units serving 
the pool area. The main plant is well maintained but dated and 
inefficient. The ductwork systems are distributed throughout the 
facility and are of varying condition with air terminals being 
similarly dated.
Cooling systems
There are numerous dx cooling systems providing comfort cooling 
to selected areas of the building. These systems are generally in 
poor condition and only partially functional. Complete replacement 
is envisaged, especially if remodelling requires units to be 
relocated. The units are charged with R410 refrigerant which is in 
the process of being phased out resulting in excessive 
replacement costs.

Asbestos and Legionella
An asbestos register is required by legislation, we understand one 
is in place and this should be made available to all visitors to the 
site. We understand there is some asbestos present in the fire 
doors and possibly in the M&E systems. We understand qualified 
water hygiene specialist company is dealing with Legionella Risk 
Assessment and associated monitoring procedures. There are no 
known issues outstanding.
Incoming Water Supply
The site is served with a mains water supply by the local utility 
supply company and this is metered. We are not aware of any 
issues in relation to this.
Incoming Gas Supply
The site is served with a low-pressure gas main by the local gas 
supply company and this is metered. We are not aware of any 
issues in relation to this.
Heating
Heating provided by gas fired boilers and the recently installed 
CHP plant together with associated pumps and other ancillary 
equipment.
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Grantham Meres – MEP Review 

External Lighting
The existing external lighting installations are out-dated and have 
reached the end of their effective lifespan. Complete replacement 
is envisaged to provide a modern lighting installation expected in 
contemporary facilities.
Telephone Systems
The existing telephone installations are functional. We envisage 
upgrade of these suit current requirements of the proposed 
remodelling exercise.
Data & Telecommunications
The centre has Wi-Fi and internet services, these are understood 
to be satisfactory for the present needs. We envisage these being 
upgraded or replaced to suit the requirements of the proposed re-
modelling exercise.

Sanitary Plumbing & Above Ground Drainage
The existing above ground drainage appears to be in a 
reasonable condition. These would be modified/extended to suit 
the new layouts.
Incoming Electrical Supply
The site is served with a metered LV supply from on-site 
substation. We are not aware of any issues in relation to this.
Small Power
The existing small power installation is generally out-dated but 
functional. The existing installation could be locally modified and 
upgraded to suit the remodelling, however this may require 
extensive works to comply with current electricity regulations.
Emergency and General Lighting
The existing emergency and general lighting installations are out-
dated and have generally reached the end of their effective 
lifespan. Partial upgrade to LED has been recently carried out. 
Complete replacement is envisaged to provide a modern lighting 
installation expected in contemporary facilities.
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Grantham Meres – Structural Condition Review 

Preliminary Condition Review undertaken by Couch 
Engineering, July 2017 to assess the general condition of the 
building fabric and structure and present recommendations 
for future works. 

General Notes:
• Building generally 30 years old.
• Asbestos register is in place
• Generally (except as noted below) main structural appeared 

fine, with no reported major signs of distress.
• Ongoing corrosion problem within base of steel stanchions 

within swimming pool. Currently under planned maintenance 
regime to routinely inspect and repair accordingly. Issue with 
columns appeared to be related to poor detailing against 
corrosion at the base of the column.

• Chemical bunds in the plant rooms appeared to have failed 
with evidence of chemicals reacting with concrete and running 
through the underside of ground floor level

• Main plant room within basement appeared well laid out with 
available access routes and hoisting/lifting points to allow plant 
installation.
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Grantham Meres – Structural Condition Review 

General Notes:
• SKDC had no major issues with the performance of the building 

fabric. Understood that the building fabric is part of the original 
structure.

• Masonry panels appeared in good condition; however metal 
wall cladding appears very tired in appearance. Evidence of 
corrosion at louvres and exposed steel were noted.

• High thermal gain on roof was noted by the current operator.
• Grantham had many buildings associated with the site. 

Clarification on which buildings are up for refurbishment was 
needed.

• No reported issues with sewer/flooding.
• Steel beams in basement floor not supported. Currently 

propped up using an acro type prop.
• Condition of the roof could not be verified on site, but appear 

fair from the underside and at ground level. No major issues 
raised.

Photo to show leaching under chemical bund and temporary 
prop.
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Grantham Meres – Structural Condition Review 

Structural & Civil Considerations to be Taken Forwards:

• Ongoing repairs of the existing columns is an ongoing problem and can be disruptive and costly during the works. 
Consideration to improve the detail at the plinth could be made. Potential casting a concrete plinth around the base of the 
column.

• Chemical bunds require replacement.
• The metal roof/wall cladding and fixings could have costly maintenance/repair requirements to prolong the life over the next 

30 years   Consideration to carry out close inspection on building fabric and integrity of fixings should be carried out. 
Conclusion should state estimated work required to prolong life expectancy of building fabric. Considered to be an issue on 
metal profiled elements only.

• Consider replacement louvres.
• Consider re-protecting/painting exposed steelwork.
• Consider reflective coating/insulation detail to reduce thermal gain effects and improve efficiency of building services.
• Rectification of supporting beam in basement should be considered.
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Bourne Leisure Cente – MEP Review 

Introduction:
The current proposal for Bourne Leisure Centre is for the 
centre to be refurbished / remodelled or demolished and 
replaced with new facility.
This report describes, at high level, the existing mechanical 
and electrical services installations and to provide 
assessment of their current condition and comment upon 
expected future lifespan.
It is understood that 2 potential scenarios may be considered 
i.e. suitability for 5-year and 25-year lifespans.
Our survey was non-intrusive and visual only and no 
systems were tested or operated. Where services are 
concealed in voids, ducts or risers these services have not 
been surveyed.
The Report also provides, in concept, our recommendations 
for the adaptation, modification and possible upgrading of 
the existing services to meet the above.Preliminary review undertaken July 2017 by Space+Place to 

assess the current condition of the MEP services and present 
recommendations for future works. 
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Bourne Leisure Centre – MEP Review 

However, it should be noted that the installations will remain dated 
and inefficient with potential risk of failure.
Should the redevelopment require the facility to provide further 25-
year lifespan then complete replacement of the entire M&E 
installations is envisaged, although the PV and CHP Plant 
systems could be re-used.
The existing incoming mains infrastructure services (gas, water 
and electricity) appears to be more than adequate and no 
enhancement is considered necessary. Indeed, the subsequent 
PV and CHP installations have reduced the gas/electricity 
demand.
The present proposals for the Bourne Leisure Centre are to either 
or refurbish demolish/replace with a new facility. In either case we 
envisage total replacement of the M&E installations.
Should the facility be relocated to a different site, the provision of 
new utilities services infrastructure will be a key M&E issue. 

It is highly recommended that the extent and availability of 
the existing infrastructure is assessed and factored, as this 
can be a costly element for any new development.

Executive Summary:
The Leisure centre was opened in 1990, consequently the M&E 
installations are over 25 years old.
No major replacements or upgrading of the M&E installations has 
been undertaken since the original installations, save for recent 
installation of PV arrays and CHP plant.
Some of the interior lighting has also been upgraded to include 
LED luminaires.
In general, the services installations have been well maintained 
and are operating mostly satisfactorily to serve the centre. The 
main issues are understood be the poor performance of the 
ventilation plant units which appear to be not operating properly, 
resulting in exceptionally high levels of humidity.
The undercroft housing pool and M&E equipment appears to show 
signs of structural water leakage and has no ventilation resulting 
in unsuitable working conditions.
In summary, with some replacement of key equipment and 
general overhaul, the existing installation could be upgraded to 
provide acceptable level of service for a further 5 years. 
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Bourne Leisure Centre – MEP Review 

Domestic Hot and Cold Water
Centralised domestic hot water is generated by calorifiers fed with 
low temperature hot water from the main boiler plant, this 
distributed across the facility via pumped recirculation system. 
Cold water is provided by bulk storage cold water storage tanks 
which appear to be of adequate capacity.
Ventilation systems
The existing ventilation systems comprise dedicated air handling 
units serving the various areas including the pool area. The main 
plant is dated and inefficient and not functioning satisfactorily, 
resulting in high humidity levels. The ductwork systems are 
distributed throughout the facility and are of varying condition with 
air terminals being similarly dated. The ventilation plant will 
require substantial remedial works to provide satisfactory 
ventilation for present and future use.
Cooling systems
There are numerous dx cooling systems providing comfort cooling 
to selected areas of the building. These systems are generally in 
poor condition and only partially functional. The units are charged 
with various refrigerants including R410 which is in the process of 
being phased out resulting in excessive replacement costs.

Asbestos and Legionella
An asbestos register is required by legislation, we understand one 
is in place and this should be made available to all visitors to the 
site. We understand there is some asbestos present in the fire 
doors and possibly also within the M&E systems. We understand 
qualified water hygiene specialist company is dealing with 
Legionella Risk Assessment and associated monitoring 
procedures. There are no known issues outstanding.
Incoming Water Supply
The site is served with a metered mains water supply by the local 
utility supply company and this is metered. We are not aware of 
any issues in relation to this.
Incoming Gas Supply
The site is served with a metered low-pressure gas main by the 
local gas supply company and this is metered. We are not aware 
of any issues in relation to this.
Heating
Heating provided by gas fired boilers and the recently installed 
CHP plant together with associated pumps and other ancillary 
equipment.
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Bourne Leisure Centre – MEP Review 

Telephone Systems
The existing telephone installations are functional. We envisage 
upgrade of these suit current requirements of the proposed 
remodelling exercise.
Data & Telecommunications
The centre has Wi-Fi and internet services, these are understood 
to be satisfactory for the present needs. We envisage these being 
upgraded or replaced to suit the requirements of the proposed re-
modelling exercise.

Incoming Electrical Supply
The site is served with a metered LV supply from on-site 
substation. We are not aware of any issues in relation to this.
Small Power
The existing small power installation is generally outdated but 
functional. The existing installation could be locally modified and 
upgraded to suit the remodelling, however this may require 
extensive works to comply with current electricity regulations.
Emergency and General Lighting
The existing emergency and general lighting installations are 
outdated and have generally reached the end of their effective 
lifespan. Partial upgrade to LED has been recently carried out. 
Complete replacement is envisaged to provide a modern lighting 
installation expected in contemporary facilities.
External Lighting
The existing external lighting installations are outdated and have 
reached the end of their effective lifespan. Complete replacement 
is envisaged to provide a modern lighting installation expected in 
contemporary facilities.
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Bourne Leisure Centre – Structural Condition Review

• No access to the roof was provided during the visit, although 
condition of roof from the underside of the plantrooms
appreared fair. External masonry walls appeared in reasonably 
good condition.

• Access to the underside of the swimming pool walls was 
available. Water from the swimming pool through the concrete 
walls was thought to be reflected in the puddles of standing 
water around the periphery. There was evidence of heavy 
leaching through the concrete walls. The client reported that 
this problem appeared to have worsened.

Preliminary Condition Review undertaken by Couch Engineering, 
July 2017 to assess the general condition of the building fabric 
and structure and present recommendations for future works.

• Building generally 30 years old.
• Asbestos register is in place
• Generally, primary structure appeared in fair condition.
• Building shared with adjacent school.
• Flume recently taken down, retreated and rebuilt.
• Main plant room to the rear of the building at ground level, with 

reasonable access routes for plant installation.  Other plant 
space located in the basement adjacent to swimming pool 
accessed via stairs.

• SKDC reported and ongoing issue with the roof lights over the 
swimming pool. Its is thought that this condensation/thermal 
bridging effects maybe contributed.

• No reported issues with sewer/flooding.
• Chemical bunds appear to be in poor state of repair.

Photo to show 
condition of 

chemical bunds
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Bourne Leisure Centre – Structural Condition Review

Structural & Civil Considerations to be Taken Forwards:

• It is expected that without a inspection 
repair/reinstatement strategy in place, that leaking and 
leaching of the swimming pool walls will get worse over 
time.  Consideration to inspect, repair/remediate and 
monitor the swimming pool walls should be made, which 
could be costly and disruptive to the leisure centre over 
the next 30 years.

• Chemical bunds require replacement.
• Consideration to replace/remediate rooflight
• The metal roof/wall cladding and fixings could have costly 

maintenance/repair requirements to prolong the life over 
the next 30 years  

• Consideration to carry out close inspection on building 
fabric and integrity of fixings should be carried out. 
Conclusion should state estimated work required to 
prolong life expectancy of building fabric.

Photo to show water ingress to side of 
swimming pool in the basement.
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Market Deeping – MEP Review 

Introduction:
This report describes, at high level, the existing mechanical 
and electrical services installations and to provide 
assessment of their current condition and comment on their 
expected future lifespan.
The current proposal for the Market Deeping Leisure Centre 
is for the existing centre to be demolished and replaced with 
a new facility with the possibility of the existing sports hall 
being retained for adjacent secondary school’s exclusive 
use.
It is understood that 2 potential scenarios may be considered 
i.e. suitability for 5-year and 25-year lifespans.
The survey was non-intrusive and visual only and no 
systems were tested or operated. Where services are 
concealed in voids, ducts or risers these services have not 
been surveyed.
The Report also provides, in concept, our recommendations 
for the adaptation, modification and possible upgrading of 
the existing services to meet the above.

Preliminary review undertaken July 2017 by Space+Place to 
assess the current condition of the MEP services and present 
recommendations for future works. 
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Market Deeping – MEP Review 

suitable for adaptation to suit any re-modelling of the interior 
spaces.
Should the redevelopment require the facility to provide further 25-
year lifespan then complete replacement of the entire M&E 
installations is envisaged.
There is no gas supply to this facility, it is assumed there is no gas 
infrastructure in the vicinity of the site. The facility is presently 
served with industrial oil for the boiler plant with on-site storage.
The existing incoming mains water and electricity supply appears 
to be more than adequate, and no enhancement is considered 
necessary, however it should be noted that the sub-station is 
shared with the adjacent school building and that some of the 
services serving the leisure centre are routed within the school 
building/grounds.
The present proposals for the Market Deeping Leisure Centre are 
to demolish and redevelop, we envisage total replacement of the 
M&E installations. We would recommend that further 
investigations are undertaken to establish the availability/viability 
of converting to gas in lieu of the oil -fired installation. Gas, as a 
primary fuel, is environmentally cleaner and more efficient. It is 
highly recommended that the extent and availability of the existing 
infrastructure is assessed and factored, as this can be a costly 
element for any new development.

Executive Summary:
The Leisure centre was opened in 1974, consequently the existing 
M&E installations are well over 25 years old.
No major replacements or upgrading of the M&E installations has 
been undertaken since the original installations.
In general, the services installations have been reasonably 
maintained, however due to their age and obsolescence are now 
unsatisfactory for the requirements of the centre. Most of the main 
plant is the original and consequently out-dated, requiring frequent 
remedial works to keep it functioning. This includes the oil boilers 
and the main air handling plant.
The main issues are understood be the poor performance of the 
ventilation plant units which appear to be not operating properly, 
resulting in exceptionally high levels of humidity. Also one of the 2 
oil-fired heating boilers has failed and consequently on 50% 
capacity is available, which could potentially lead to underheating
in winter.
In summary, substantial remedial work and a general overhaul is 
required to ensure the existing installations can provide any 
degree of reliability, even for the short term.
Although subject to detailed assessment, due to the likely 
unreliability of the existing installations, these are not considered 
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Market Deeping – MEP Review 

Domestic Hot and Cold Water
Centralised domestic hot water is generated by calorifiers fed with 
low temperature hot water from the main boiler plant, this 
distributed across the facility via pumped recirculation system. 
Cold water is provided by bulk storage cold water storage tanks 
which appear to be of adequate capacity.
Ventilation systems
The existing ventilation systems comprise dedicated air handling 
units serving the various areas including the pool area. The main 
plant is dated and inefficient and not functioning satisfactorily, 
resulting in poor ventilation high humidity levels. The ductwork 
systems are distributed throughout the facility and are of varying 
condition with air terminals being similarly dated. The ventilation 
plant is very dated and unsuitable for providing satisfactory 
ventilation for present and future use.
Cooling systems
There are numerous dx cooling systems providing comfort cooling 
to selected areas of the building. Many of systems are generally in 
poor condition and only partially functional. The units are charged 
with various refrigerants including R410 which is in the process of 
being phased out resulting in excessive replacement costs. The 
recently (2016) converted Gym has new DX cooling systems 
provided, these may suitable retention/relocation.

Asbestos and Legionella
An asbestos register is required by legislation, we understand one 
is in place and this should be made available to all visitors to the 
site. We understand there is maybe asbestos present in the M&E 
systems and possibly also within the building structure. We 
understand qualified water hygiene specialist company is dealing 
with Legionella Risk Assessment and associated monitoring 
procedures. There are no known issues outstanding.
Incoming Water Supply
The site is served with a mains water supply by the local utility 
supply company and this is metered. We are not aware of any 
issues in relation to this.
Incoming Gas Supply
There is no natural gas supply to this site. The site has on-site oil 
storage.
Heating
Heating provided by 2no oil fired boilers served with 35 sec grade 
fuel oil. There is on-site oil storage with fortnightly deliveries 
during peak season. One of the 2 boilers is in state of disrepair 
presenting a potential risk of under-heating.
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Market Deeping – MEP Review 

External lighting
The existing external lighting installations are outdated and have 
reached the end of their effective lifespan. Complete replacement 
is envisaged to provide a modern lighting installation expected in 
contemporary facilities.
Telephone Systems
The existing telephone installations are functional. We envisage 
upgrade/replacement of these suit current requirements then 
redevelopment.
Data & Telecommunications
The centre has Wi-Fi and internet services, these are understood 
to be satisfactory for the present needs. We envisage these being 
upgraded or replaced to suit the requirements of the proposed re-
development.

Sanitary Plumbing & Above Ground Drainage
The existing above ground drainage appears to be in a 
reasonable condition.
These would be modified/extended to suit the new layouts.
Incoming Electrical Supply
The site is served with a metered LV supply from on-site 
substation, shared with the adjacent school. We are not aware of 
any issues in relation to this.
Small Power
The existing small power installation is generally outdated but 
functional. Due to its age and obsolescence short upgrading for 
short or long term is not considered to be viable.
Emergency and General Lighting
The existing emergency and general lighting installations are 
outdated and have generally reached the end of their effective 
lifespan. Complete replacement is envisaged to provide a modern 
lighting installation expected in contemporary facilities.
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Market Deeping – Structural Condition Review

Structural & Civil Considerations to be Taken Forwards:
New build – BGS website was reviewed for local boreholes to 
Towngate Road, which is close to the preferred site at Linchfield
Road. 
Whilst the information is not on the specific site and cannot be 
relied upon, the area appeared to be in sandy gravels and clay 
layers at 3m deep. 
Typically traditional deep footings or small diameter piles would be 
expected to be sufficient for such a structure.

Preliminary Condition Review undertaken by Couch Engineering, 
July 2017 to assess the general condition of the building fabric 
and structure and present recommendations for future works.

General Notes:
• Previous issue with flooded basement, however it was 

understood that the issue related to the water authority 
infrastructure.

• A flood had been reported within the past few years, however it 
is considered that this is not a persistent problem in the area,

• We visited the current preferred potential sites.
• The pool was also identified as an area of the building in 

particularly poor repair with reports of leaks previously. 
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Stamford – MEP Review 

Introduction:
The current proposal for Stamford Leisure Centre is for the 
centre to be demolished and replaced with new facility.
This report describes, at high level, the existing mechanical 
and electrical services installations and to provide 
assessment of their current condition and comment upon 
expected future lifespan.
It is understood that 2 potential scenarios may be considered 
i.e. suitability for 5-year and 25-year lifespans.
Our survey was non-intrusive and visual only and no 
systems were tested or operated. Where services are 
concealed in voids, ducts or risers these services have not 
been surveyed.
The Report also provides, in concept, our recommendations 
for the adaptation, modification and possible upgrading of 
the existing services to meet the above.

Preliminary review undertaken July 2017 by Space+Place to 
assess the current condition of the MEP services and present 
recommendations for future works. 
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Stamford – MEP Review 

However, it should be noted that the installations will remain dated 
and inefficient with potential risk of failure.
Should the redevelopment require the facility to provide further 25-
year lifespan then complete replacement of the entire M&E 
installations is envisaged, although the PV systems could be re-
used.
The existing incoming mains infrastructure services (gas, water 
and electricity) appears to be more than adequate and no 
enhancement is considered necessary. Indeed, the subsequent 
PV installations have reduced the electricity demand.
The present proposals for the Stamford Centre are to demolish 
and we envisage total replacement of the M&E installations.
Should the facility be relocated to a different site, the provision of 
new utilities services infrastructure will be a key M&E issue. 

It is highly recommended that the extent and availability of 
the existing infrastructure is assessed and factored, as this 
can be a costly element for any new development.

Executive Summary:
The Leisure centre was opened in 1988, consequently the M&E 
installations are well over 25 years old.
No major replacements or upgrading of the M&E installations has 
been undertaken since the original installations, save for recent 
installation of PV arrays by the local authority.
In general, the services installations have been well maintained 
and are operating mostly satisfactorily to serve the centre. Most of 
the main plant is the original although one new boiler has been 
installed.
The main issues are understood be the poor performance of the 
ventilation plant units which appear to be not operating properly, 
resulting in poor ventilation and exceptionally high levels of 
humidity.
In summary, with some replacement of key equipment and 
general overhaul, the existing installation could be upgraded to 
provide acceptable level of service for a further 5 years.
Furthermore, subject to detailed assessment, the installations are 
considered suitable for some adaptation to suit any re-modelling 
of the interior spaces.
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Stamford – MEP Review 

Domestic Hot and Cold Water
Centralised domestic hot water is generated by calorifiers fed with 
low temperature hot water from the main boiler plant, this 
distributed across the facility via pumped recirculation system. 
Cold water is provided by bulk storage cold water storage tanks 
which appear to be of adequate capacity.
Ventilation systems
The existing ventilation systems comprise dedicated air handling 
units serving the various areas including the pool area. The main 
plant is dated and inefficient and not functioning satisfactorily, 
resulting in high humidity levels. The ductwork systems are 
distributed throughout the facility and are of varying condition with 
air terminals being similarly dated. The ventilation plant will 
require substantial remedial works to provide satisfactory 
ventilation for present and future use.
Cooling systems
There are numerous dx cooling systems providing comfort cooling 
to selected areas of the building. These systems are generally in 
poor condition and only partially functional. The units are charged 
with various refrigerants including R410 which is in the process of 
being phased out resulting in excessive replacement costs.

Asbestos and Legionella
An asbestos register is required by legislation, we understand one 
is in place and this should be made available to all visitors to the 
site. We understand there is some asbestos present in the fire 
doors and also possibly in the M&E systems. We understand 
qualified water hygiene specialist company is dealing with 
Legionella Risk Assessment and associated monitoring 
procedures. There are no known issues outstanding.
Incoming Water Supply
The site is served with a metered mains water supply by the local 
utility supply company and this is metered. We are not aware of 
any issues in relation to this.
Incoming Gas Supply
The site is served with a metered low-pressure gas main by the 
local gas supply company and this is metered. We are not aware 
of any issues in relation to this.
Heating
Heating provided by gas fired boilers and the recently installed 
CHP plant together with associated pumps and other ancillary 
equipment.
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Stamford – MEP Review 

External Lighting
The existing external lighting installations are outdated and have 
reached the end of their effective lifespan. Complete replacement 
is envisaged to provide a modern lighting installation expected in 
contemporary facilities.
Telephones
The existing telephone installations are functional. We envisage 
upgrade of these suit current requirements of the proposed 
remodelling exercise.
Data & Telecommunications
The centre has Wi-Fi and internet services, these are understood 
to be satisfactory for the present needs. We envisage these being 
upgraded or replaced to suit the requirements of the proposed re-
modelling exercise.

Sanitary plumbing & above ground drainage
The existing above ground drainage appears to be in a 
reasonable condition. These would be modified/extended to suit 
the new layouts.
Incoming Electrical Supply
The site is served with a metered LV supply from on-site 
substation. We are not aware of any issues in relation to this.
Small Power
The existing small power installation is generally outdated but 
functional. The existing installation could be locally modified and 
upgraded to suit the remodelling, however this may require 
extensive works to comply with current electricity regulations.
Emergency and General Lighting
The existing emergency and general lighting installations are out-
dated and have generally reached the end of their effective 
lifespan. Partial upgrade to LED has been recently carried out. 
Complete replacement is envisaged to provide a modern lighting 
installation expected in contemporary facilities.
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Stamford– Structural Condition Review

Structural & Civil Considerations to be Taken Forwards:
New build – BGS website was reviewed for local boreholes to the 
Cumming site at Stamford. 
Whilst the information is not on the specific site and cannot be 
relied upon, the area appeared to be in sandy gravels and clay 
layers. 
Typically traditional footings or small diameter piles would be 
expected to be sufficient for such a structure..

Preliminary Condition Review undertaken by Couch Engineering, 
July 2017 to assess the general condition of the building fabric 
and structure and present recommendations for future works.

General Notes:
• No reported issues with sewer/flooding.
• Full records of H&S files are available from site.
• Understood that several sites are being considered for the 

potential sites.
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Appendices

1 – Latent Demand Study
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South Kesteven Leisure Facilities 
Assessments of Latent Demand for Fitness 

 
We have set out to assess the potential demand for fitness at four leisure centres in the district of South 
Kesteven, Lincolnshire. The facilities are currently managed by 1Life on behalf of South Kesteven District 
Council. We understand there are no fixed development plans for the facilities, which are outlined below: 
 

• Bourne Leisure Centre: Opened in 1990, facilities include a 30-station gym, 25m leisure pool, 4-
court sports hall, studio and café. There are approx. 1,330 fitness members.  

• Deepings Leisure Centre: Opened in 1974, facilities include a 37-station gym, two pools (25m & 
teaching), 4-court sports hall, studio, squash courts, outdoor pitches, sauna and café. There are 
approx. 1,000 fitness members. 

• Grantham Meres Leisure Centre: Opened in 1998, facilities include a 75-station gym and 25m 
leisure pool. There are approx. 1,715 fitness members. 

• Stamford Leisure Pool: Opened in 1988, facilities include an 18-station gym, 6-court sports hall 
and two studios (incl. group cycling). There are approx. 705 fitness members. 

 
Grantham Meres Leisure Centre is the most northerly of South Kesteven’ leisure facilities and is situated in 
the market town of Grantham, over 15 miles north west of Bourne Leisure Centre (in the town of the same 
name). Deepings Leisure Centre lies around 7.5 miles to the south of the Bourne facility in Market Deeping. 
Stamford Leisure Pool is over 7-miles to the west of Deepings.   
 
In estimating the latent demand for fitness, we have concentrated on the population that live within 12-
minutes’ drive of Deepings, Grantham Meres and Stamford and 15-minutes’ drive of Bourne. There are no 
significant overlap areas between these catchments and in each case, it covers the primary population 
centre. Of the 4 centres, Grantham Meres has the largest catchment population whereas Bourne has the 
smallest. These catchment areas are shown on the competition maps. In each case, we have factored in 
the number & types of people living in the area, plus competing fitness gyms. 
 
 
 
 
Bourne Leisure Centre 
Over 12k people live within a mile of Bourne Leisure Centre and this rises to almost 22k within 3-miles. A 
12-minute drive time is home to slightly more people than a 3-mile radius. However, because of the rural 
nature of the area and lack of competition, for this centre we feel it is feasible to extend this and have 
therefore concentrated on the population living within a 15-minute drive time. This area is home to over 
30k people, of which 25,221 are adults aged 15+. 
 
Perhaps not surprisingly given the rural location, the catchment population is dominated by two Mosaic 
groups which represent this: D (Rural Reality – 22%) and C (Country Living – 18%). Rural Reality consists of 
a mix of families, mature couples and older singles living in rural communities and generally own their 
relatively low-cost homes. Their moderate incomes come mostly from employment with local firms or from 
running their own small business. 
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Country Living tend to be more affluent; they are well-off homeowners who live in the countryside often 
beyond easy commuting reach of major towns and cities. Some people are landowners or farmers, others 
run small businesses from home, some are retired and others commute distances to professional jobs.  
 
Within each group, there is one type that stands out. Satellite Settlers (type D14) accounts for 12% of the 
population while Village Retirement (type C13) makes up over 9%. Those in the latter tend to be couples 
and singles aged 65+ who have chosen to move to the country for their retirement. They are comfortably 
off, having been well-educated and enjoying long careers in higher managerial positions. Satellite Settlers 
are older working age people, mostly without children, living in their own homes often on developments 
that have sprung up around larger villages. They are less affluent, although the majority can manage on 
their incomes. A montage of the prominent group D and type (D14) are shown on the summary page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Group G (Domestic Success) accounts for 13% of locals and these are high-earning families who live affluent 
lifestyles in upmarket homes. Their busy lives revolve around their children and successful careers in higher 
managerial and professional roles. Headed by couples typically aged in their late 30s and 40s, many have 
school age children. The population falls into two types: G28 (Modern Parents) and G29 (Mid-Career 
Convention). They are a similar age but those in the former are more affluent. See montages of these two 
types in the Grantham Meres section. 
 
A further 13% fall into Aspiring Homemakers (group H); these are younger households who have, often, 
only recently set up home. They are typically younger families, couples who are yet to have children, and 
singles in their 20s and 30s. Over 8% are classified as Contemporary Starts (type H33 – see montage 
overleaf) – these are younger couples and singles in their 20s and 30s living on new build developments. 
Most do not yet have children and are instead focusing on building their careers. 
 
Almost 10% fall into group E (Senior Security). As the name suggests, this is the most elderly group of all; 
their average age is 75 and almost all are retired. Though few now have high incomes, most are still living 
independently in comfortable homes that they own and they are content with their standard of living. 
Almost all fall into just one type: E19 (Bungalow Haven – see montage overleaf). 
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The only other group that is represented at above average levels is group F (Suburban Stability); almost 
6.5% are classified as such. These are typically mature couples or families, some enjoying recent empty-
nest status and others with older children still at home. Mostly headed by people aged between 45 and 65, 
they live in suburban semi-detached homes where they have been settled for many years. 
 
In terms of age, all the South Kesteven catchments have an older than average age profile. Generally, 
numbers of those aged 40+ are higher than average while those in their 20s and 30s are significantly under-
represented.  
 
Deepings Leisure Centre 
Almost 11k people live within a mile of Deepings Leisure Centre and this increases to over 21k within 3-
miles. A 12-minute drive time is home to significantly more people than a 3-mile radius; almost 32k people 
are within 12 minutes and of these, 26,286 are adults aged 15+.  
 
Like Bourne, a large part of the Deepings catchment area is filled with countryside and green spaces and 
the demographics again reflect this; the dominant group is group D (Rural Reality). 19% are classified as 
such, a slightly lower proportion than around Bourne. Rural Reality are a mix of families, mature couples 
and older singles living in rural locations in lower cost housing. Their moderate incomes come mostly from 
employment with local firms or from running their own small business. As with Bourne, the largest share 
falls into type D14 (Satellite Settlers) which consists mainly of older working age people aged 45 to 65, 
mostly without children. They enjoy a reasonable standard of living and the majority can manage on their 
incomes. 
 
The second key rural group C (Country Living – 12%) also features, but in smaller numbers than around 
Bourne. The same type (C13 - Village Retirement) stands out again; almost 9% are classified as such and a 
montage of this type is shown in the Bourne section. Consisting of couples and singles aged 65+, they are 
comfortably off, having been well-educated and enjoying long careers in higher managerial positions. 
 
Domestic Success (group G) stands out in this catchment area, making up over 18% of the population; the 
highest proportion across the four centres. These are the high-earning families whose busy lives revolve 
around their children and successful careers in higher managerial and professional roles.  
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Over half fall into type G29 (Mid-Career Convention – see montage on summary page). These are married 
couples or cohabiting partners typically in their late 30s and 40s. Almost all have children and two-thirds 
have two or more, predominantly of primary school age or under. With good qualifications and solid, well-
paid jobs, Mid-Career Convention enjoy above average household incomes.  
 
Group H (Aspiring Homemakers) accounts for almost 10.5% of local people, a slightly lower proportion than 
around Bourne. Type H33 (Contemporary Starts) is the stand-out type again consisting of fashion conscious 
younger couples and singles in their 20s and 30s setting up home in neighbourhoods attractive to 
themselves and their peers. Most do not yet have children and instead are focusing on building their 
careers. 
 
Groups B (Prestige Positions) and F (Suburban Stability) each account for a further 10% of residents and 
this is the only catchment of the four centres where over 10% fall into these two groups.  
 
Prestige Positions are some of the most affluent people in society. These are well-off couples with 
successful careers in senior and managerial positions. They are generally attracted to premium brands and 
will pay high prices for the right product. Both groups are a similar age (mid 40s to mid-60s) but those in 
Prestige Positions are much more affluent (see montages below). Suburban Stability are typically mature 
couples or families, some enjoying recent empty-nest status and others with older children still at home. 
They live in suburban semi-detached homes where they have been settled for many years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The only other group that is represented at above average levels is E (Senior Security); almost 9% are 
classified as such. Like around Bourne, the largest share falls into E19 (Bungalow Haven); these are retired 
people, almost all of whom are aged 66+. These are neighbourhoods where elderly people live in practical 
two or three-bedroom bungalows with modest gardens. The similar interests and attitudes their 
neighbours share are part of the appeal of these locations to these ageing people. 
 
In terms of age, again, numbers of those aged 40+ are almost all represented at much higher than average 
levels; 50-69 year olds account for 30% of the Deepings population, compared to a national average of less 
than 24%. The number of those in their 20s and 30s are significantly lower. 
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Grantham Meres Leisure Centre 
Almost 19k people live within a mile of Grantham Meres Leisure Centre and this increases significantly to 
over 50k within 3-miles. A 12-minute drive time is home to slightly more people than a 3-mile radius; over 
54k people are within 12 minutes and of these, 44,707 are adults aged 15+.  
 
The demographics around Grantham Meres are somewhat different to the two centres above. There are 
far less people in the rural groups C & D; instead, the dominant Mosaic group around Grantham is one of 
the less affluent. Transient Renters (group J) accounts for over 15% of people (but makes up fewer than 5% 
of the population around the other centres). Transient Renters are single people who pay modest rents for 
low cost homes; they tend to live in town centre locations. Most are in their 20s and 30s and are either 
living alone or home-sharing. Very few people are married and there are few children. The type that stands 
out is J43 (Renting a Room); these tend to be aged 26 to 45 and while most are in work, their jobs tend to 
be low paid. A montage of this prominent group and type are shown on the summary page. 
 
Group I (Family Basics) accounts for 13% of locals and this is another one of the less affluent groups. 
Typically aged in their 30s and 40s, Family Basics consists of families with school age children, whose 
finances can be overstretched due to limited opportunities, low incomes and the costs of raising their 
children. This group is significantly under-represented in the other South Kesteven catchments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aspiring Homemakers (group H) makes up almost 13% of the Grantham population, a similar proportion as 
around Bourne. However, it is a different type that stands out here; most are classified as H31 (Affordable 
Fringe). Headed by slightly older married couples in their late 30s and 40s, Affordable Fringe typically live 
in suburban homes some distance from the centre of cities or in towns that are further away from the large 
cities. Many will have school age children. 
 
The only other group to make up over 10% of the population is the oldest group: E - Senior Security. As with 
Bourne and Deepings, the majority fall into type E19 (Bungalow Haven) which consists of retired people, 
almost all of whom are aged 66+. A montage of this type is shown in the Bourne section. 
 
Group G (Domestic Success) represents almost 9% of the population and the people in this affluent group 
are almost all split between two types: G28 (Modern Parents) and G29 (Mid-Career Convention). The 
montages overleaf show the key characteristics of both. 
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A further 9% fall into F (Suburban Stability) and the largest share falls into F24 (Fledgling Free). As the 
montage below shows, these are mature empty nesters, approaching retirement with respectable incomes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The only other groups represented at above average levels are C (Country Living) and M (Modest 
Traditions); 6.5% and 5.4% respectively are classified as such. Country Living consists of well-off 
homeowners who live in the countryside often beyond easy commuting reach of major towns and cities. 
While Modest traditions are typically people older people living in inexpensive homes that they own, often 
with the mortgage nearly paid off. Both incomes and qualifications are modest, but most enjoy a reasonable 
standard of living. 
 
In terms of age, Grantham Meres also has an older than average profile. All age brackets 45+ are 
represented at higher than average levels; those aged 65+ make up almost 21% of the population, 
compared to a national average figure of just 18%. Conversely numbers of those in their 20s, 30s and early 
40s are below average.  
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Stamford Leisure Pool 
Almost 13k people live within a mile of Stamford Leisure Pool and this increases significantly to almost 26k 
within 3-miles. A 12-minute drive time is home to more people than a 3-mile radius; over 32k people are 
within 12 minutes and of these, 26,837 are adults aged 15+.  
 
Aspiring Homemakers (group H) accounts for the largest share of people in this catchment; over 16% of 
locals are classified as such and this is the highest proportion across the four centres. The stand-out type is 
the same as around Bourne and Deepings; Contemporary Starts (type H33) – these are younger couples 
and singles in their 20s and 30s living on new build developments. Most do not yet have children and are 
instead focusing on building their careers. A montage for this group and prominent type is shown on the 
summary page. 
 
The two rural groups (C – Country Living and D – Rural Reality) combined make up a further 23% of the 
population. Like around the other three centres, it is the same type in each that stands out: C13 (Village 
Retirement) and D14 (Satellite Settlers). Those in type C13 are comfortably off, having been well-educated 
and enjoying long careers in higher managerial positions. Satellite Settlers are not as affluent, although the 
majority can manage on their incomes. A montage of C13 is shown in the Bourne section and D14 is below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The affluent group G (Domestic Success) represents almost 12% of locals, a similar proportion to Bourne. 
Those in Domestic Success tend to be younger high-earning families, typically headed by couples in their 
30s and 40s, many of whom have school age children. The largest share falls into G29 (Mid-Career 
Convention), but there are also good numbers in G27 (Thriving Independence – see montage overleaf), a 
type that is almost non-existent around the other three centres. Thriving Independence are slightly 
different from the other group G types in that many are singles in their 30s and 40s, mostly with no 
dependent children. 
 
All other groups account for less than 7% of the population around Stamford. Within these there is one 
type that stands out above the rest; O61 (Career Builders – see montage overleaf). 4.5% of the catchment 
population are classified as such. These are young people educated to degree level who are progressing 
well in their careers and earning respectable salaries. 
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In terms of age, the Stamford population is also older than average. The number of those aged 45+ are 
represented at higher levels while the number of those in their 20s and 30s are below average.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bourne Leisure Centre 
There is just other one fitness gym in Bourne itself and in fact, this is the only option within a 15-minute 
drive. Universal Fitness Centre opened in 2008 and offers a large gym, exercise studio and group cycling 
studio. There are approx. 1,000 members and monthly membership is £35 (reduced to £24.99 on a 12-
month contract).  
 
Deepings Leisure Centre 
There are two other fitness facilities in the village of Market Deeping, both private independent clubs; 
Empire Gym (£39.99 per month) and The Fitness Factory Gym (£35). The former is larger by membership 
base (650 members) and gym size (90-stations), plus it also offers a group exercise studio. Neither have a 
pool. 
 
To the south east is the city of Peterborough which has many fitness competitors, but this is a largely 
separate market; it’s unlikely that many people will travel from this area to use a gym in Market Deeping.  
 
The two closest options that lie just on the fringes of the 12-minute catchment around Deepings are the 
school based Werrington Leisure Centre (Vivacity Culture & Leisure Trust facility) and Bannatynes Health 
Club. The former has a 40-station gym for £36 per month but no swimming pool while the later has a 70-
station gym, 20m pool and three studios (incl. group cycling). Memberships costs £59 per month.  
 
Grantham Meres Leisure Centre 
The town of Grantham has the most competitive landscape of the four South Kesteven centres. There are 
several fitness options in the area but Grantham Meres Leisure Centre is the only public offering in the 
catchment and one of the few sites to have a swimming pool. 
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Anytime Fitness is the newest entrant to the market; the 6,000 sq ft club opened in 2016 and has around 
1,000 members. It is open 24/7 and charges £34.99 per month. 
 
Oceans Health & Fitness has the largest membership base in the catchment (c. 2,000). This independent 
club offers an 80-station gym, studios and pool for £38.50 per month. 
 
FeelGood Fitness is located at The George Shopping Centre and includes a 45-station gym. It has just under 
1,000 members and charges £40 per month. 
 
Equilibrium Gym & Fitness at the Springfield Business Park is a small independent club with fewer than 500 
members. aUK is a small strength and conditioning suite that offers open gym use for just under £40 per 
month (100 members). 
 
There are four hotel-based gyms in the catchment and all offer swimming pools; Belton Woods and Ramada 
Resort (to the north) plus Stoke Rochford and Urban Hotel (to the south). Belton Woods is the largest of 
the four, but also the most expensive at £69 per month. We believe there are approx. 3,000 members 
across the four facilities. 
 
There are two racket clubs that offer small gyms; Grantham Tennis Club (£32) and Grantham Squash & 
Fitness Centre (£22.50). The latter also has a studio for group exercise classes. They have around 900 
members between them.  
 
Stamford Leisure Pool 
There are five fitness competitors in the catchment around Stamford Leisure Pool and all are located within 
1-mile. In terms of public offerings, there are two in the area; Stamford Fitness and the Stamford Endowed 
School Sports Centre. Each have small gyms for c. £25 per month but the latter also has a pool. Other 
facilities include sports halls, studios, outdoor pitches and tennis courts. Public access to all facilities is 
available outside of school hours.   
 
The Westside Health and Fitness Club is a large, private independent club with an 85-station gym, studio 
and spa. It has the largest membership base in the catchment (c. 2,000 members) and the highest 
membership fee (£53).  
 
There are two other private independent clubs in the area; Fusion 3 Fitness and Rhino’s Gymnasium. The 
former has a focus on functional training whilst the latter has an emphasis on strength equipment. Monthly 
membership ranges from £28 to £35.  
 
 
 
 
Bourne Leisure Centre 
We have estimated the overall demand for Bourne Leisure Centre to be 1,345 – this is the total number of 
members we feel could be achieved. This includes allowance for 20% of the total to travel from outside the 
estimated catchment. 
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We understand there are currently around 1,330 fitness members at Bourne so our estimate highlights a 
potential increase of just 15 members. With a gym of c. 30-stations, the leisure centre is already performing 
very well to have over 1,300 members (assuming these ARE all fitness members). It must be doing well in 
distributing members across the different facilities (i.e. getting members to use the swimming pool or take 
part in a class instead).  
 
We would imagine that further growth could only be achieved within an expansion of the fitness offering. 
It’s also important to remember that the only competitor, Universal Fitness Centre, has approx. 1,000 
members so Bourne is already performing better than this, even with a much smaller gym. 
 
Deepings Leisure Centre 
We have estimated the overall demand for Deepings Leisure Centre to be 1,275 – this is the total number 
of members we feel could be achieved. This includes allowance for 20% of the total to travel from outside 
the estimated catchment. We’ve not made any negative adjustment for competition. 
 
We understand there are currently around 1,000 fitness members at Deepings so our estimate highlights a 
potential increase of 275 members. 
 
Grantham Meres Leisure Centre 
We have estimated the overall demand for Grantham Meres Leisure Centre to be 1,774 – this is the total 
number of members we feel could be achieved. This includes allowance for 20% of the total to travel from 
outside the estimated catchment, plus some negative consideration for competition in the area.  
 
We understand there are currently around 1,715 fitness members at Grantham Meres so our estimate 
highlights a potential increase of 59 members. 
 
We believe only Oceans Health & Fitness has more members than Grantham Meres (c. 2,000), but it also 
offers the largest gym (c. 80 stations), swimming pool and over 70 classes a week. It charges just £3 per 
month more than the leisure centre which people are obviously prepared to pay for the ‘private club’ feel. 
 
Stamford Leisure Pool 
We have estimated the overall demand for Stamford Leisure Pool to be 739 – this is the total number of 
members we feel could be achieved. This includes allowance for 20% of the total to travel from outside the 
estimated catchment, plus some negative consideration for competition in the area.  
 
We understand there are currently around 705 fitness members at Stamford so our estimate highlights a 
potential increase of 34 members. 
 
The gym at Stamford Leisure Pool is one of the smallest in the catchment area (< 20 stations) so it’s already 
doing well to have over 700 members. We would guess that some of these members only use the swimming 
pool (is swim only membership available, for example)? Without expansion of the fitness offering, it’s 
difficult to see how the membership could grow significantly. 
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